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Fairness – We will treat people in a way that is right and

reasonable.

Integrity – We will endeavour to meet all of our commitments,

reward honesty and admit to our mistakes.

Candour – We will challenge directly and be considerate for

people in all situations.

Collaboration – We will work with people to succeed together.

Compassion – We will seek to understand, show kindness and

take action to improve lives.

Making a difference - Social Impact

Social impact, for us, is about addressing problems and making positive changes in

the communities and environment in which we live and work. There is no one way to

make a social impact, but every positive societal change is preceded by situational 

 awareness and an intent to make change for the better. To make a difference, we

are committed to raising our own and others' awareness and demonstrating this

intent through action. Beyond simple platitudes, and through action, we want and

will seek to make an impact that really benefits society.

Our values are not about acronyms and unfulfilled promises,
they're  about the way we work 

Why do values matter to us? 
Our values dictate how we conduct business on a daily basis. They act as a

reference point for why we conduct business in the way that we do,

whether it is day-to-day decision making, working with suppliers and

affiliates, or client engagement. 

Our values matter to us and those we have adopted reflect what we think is

important as a company and they will drive us forward with purpose so we

do things the right way.

Our Values



We recognise that businesses have social

value in and of themselves. 

The tax we pay, the employment opportunities  we

create, and our reinvestment  in the economy is an

important vehicle for improving lives, providing

opportunity with compassion and fairness. We 

 recognise that businesses can, by their very nature,   

improve lives.

We seek to collaborate within the

communities and environment in which we

operate to make an impact.

As is the nature of small changes, their

accumulation can lead to great effects. We

believe collaborating is an invaluable vehicle to

scaling the effects of small changes and making a

difference.Get Engaged
Following a project undertaken by University of Nottingham students in partnership with

Interimconsult, we recognised it was important to make our commitment to social impact public.  

The project found publicising social impact is one of the small changes that can increase awareness

and lead to a wider change of attitude - and that by being public, other businesses concerned with

social impact know we are ready to collaborate to help improve society. If you would like to

collaborate to help make a social impact, please get in touch via the links below.

Our Approach

We are driven by our values and know that

real commitment to values matters. 

Using values as a reference point means they must

be enacted in some way for them to really mean

something. As such, as part of acting with

integrity, we are introspective and reflect on how

and whether we are living the commitment to our

values.

How does our approach to social impact relate to our values?

To enact our values of compassion and

fairness, we think beyond just day-to-day

business relations and look at the society in

which we operate.

This entails an active commitment to improving

lives and taking care in how we treat others. The

awareness of and care for the communities and

environment in which we operate is underpinned

by the values of compassion and fairness.

We are not  content with 'just' defining our

social impact. 

We strive to be honest and act with candour, and

this means asking 'is this all we can do?'. Our ethos

will always be to do more than the minimum. We

believe social impact does not always need scale,

but that small changes matter and make a positive

difference. Whatever changes we can make, large

or small, we will do our best to make them.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/interimconsult1/
https://twitter.com/Interimconsult1
http://interimconsult.co.uk/contact-us/
https://interimconsult.co.uk/2021/02/14/small-changes-matter/

